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Tim Burton’s work had a great impact on 
me. The style, the wit, the darkness, the 
palette, the love of the macabre and the 
weird. His world was a respite from the 
blandness and lack of beauty in the 
post-Soviet era. The shelves were bare. No 
amount of money in the world would buy 
you foreign ayou foreign art, furniture, objet d'art, etc. 
Movies, especially Burton’s masterpieces 
were an endless source of inspiration, 
desire, and without realizing it at the 
time instrumental to the development of 
my taste and aesthetic. Watching those 
films led me to the realization that I 
mmyself was strange and unusual. 
My tastes are very singular. I’m drawn to 
things that are odd, deviant and highly 
stylized. I don’t believe in comfort of any 
kind. My home is not fit for children or 
inebriated guests. It’s all stone, glass, 

concrete, steel – a death trap if you’ve ever seen one. It makes people uncomfortable and it’s 
just the way I like it. 
BuBurton’s Delia Deetz said, "This is my art, and it is dangerous!" This is what this volume is 
all about – art and danger. Handbook for the Recently Deceased pays homage to “Beetle-
juice” and the Neitherworld. A beautiful Technicolor world of the dead but also the 
enthralling interior and exterior spaces that the Deetz Family created in the New England 
home that was full of chintz and traditions. The postmodern brutalist interiors that are 
accompanied by avant-garde fashion are what my wet dreams are made of. Volume 28 will 
explore the world that is very reminiscent of Burton’s. There are extraordinary characters, 
haunted interiorhaunted interiors, and explorations of the ghoulish and gruesome. I hope this book will do 
for you what Tim Burton’s work did for me a long time ago – inspire you. 
Welcome to the issue. 
  































 | Model - Eleonora |  Assisted by Vlasee |























































 | Talent - Natalie Saintmartin  | Stylist - Varvara Barto  | Make Up and Hair by Yevgeniya Kozlova |



















































































 DOP: Matthew J. Smith  | Production designer: James Hamilton, Daria Grigorieva  | EP: Anastasia Formenskaya
Editor: Max Perepelkin  | Original Soundtrack: Jackleg studio  | 1st AD: Luda Vereykina

Casting: Valentina Kurochkina  | Costume Designer: Vasilisa Gusarova  
Assisted by: Tatyana Mamaeva and Evgenya Zhuravleva | Make up and hair: Nadia Lukinova, Arkadiy Bulgatov
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CG: Post Prinyal  | Grade: Artem Leonov  | Creative Agency: Tutkovbudkov  

Art DiArt Director: Dmitry Kostyuchenko  | Creative directors: Oleg Barinboym and Dmitry Tyutkov
Copywriter: Marina Baldenkova  | Account manager: Yulia Nikandrova  | Account Director: Sergey Polyakov  
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